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Abstract Two important lines of research shaped our understanding of the ability of communities to engage in collective action. The first line proposes ethnic division as a key determinant, with more ethnically heterogeneous countries having lower economic performances and levels of public goods. Thus, we expect to find better schools where ethnic fractionalization is low. The second line of research focuses on social capital as a major determinant of the ability to engage in collective action. We expect that trust among community members, a widely-used measure of social capital, is an important and positive determinant of school quality. The present work aims to disentangle the relative effects of ethnic fractionalization and social capital on school quality. We use instrumental variable estimations to address reverse causality and other endogeneity issues. We instrument both social capital and ethnic fractionalization by using historical information on the settlement patterns of ethnic groups in Sub-Saharan Africa. Our empirical strategy is implemented by combining four datasets, including Afrobarometer, covering 16 Sub-Saharan countries. We run our analysis at the district level, with more than 1000 districts covered. We find an important and positive effect of trust on the practical aspects of schooling, such as maintaining buildings or providing textbooks. A one percent increase in the level of trust increases the quality of local public goods by 0.18 to I. We thank Yann Algan, Jean-Marie Baland, Raicho Bojilov, Margherita Comola, Fred Cooper, Pascaline Dupas, Leontine Goldzahl, Hela Maafi, Jason Shogren and Antoine Terracol for useful comments and suggestions. We also thank participants in various seminars.
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1.05 percent, depending on the measure of school quality under consideration. In sharp contrast, ethnic fractionalization is found to have a very limited effect, if any. We propose a simple model of public good provision that explores a channel by which social capital and ethnic division may (or may not) have an impact on the provision of local public goods such as schools. Our results suggest that policies designed to enhance social capital are likely to have a positive effect on schools and local public goods in general. Keywords: Social Capital, Ethnic Division, Education, Africa, Causality JEL Classification : I2 ; D7 ; H4



1. Introduction Two important lines of research shaped our understanding of the ability of African communities to produce local public goods, such as schools. The first line of research derives from the influential work of Easterly and Levine (1997). Ethno-linguistic divisions are proposed as a prominent feature of social life in Africa. More heterogeneous countries are found to suffer from lower levels of public goods (Alesina et al. (2003) ; Easterly and Levine (1997) ; Alesina and La Ferrara (2000) ; Haddad and Maluccio (2003)). Regarding schools, ethnic divisions are certainly important since, for instance, the language in which classes are taught is at stake. Thus, we expect to find that schools are better where ethnic fractionalization is low. A second line of research, popularized by the works of Ostrom (1990) and Putnam (2000), focuses on social capital as a major determinant of the ability to produce local public goods. In Sub-Saharan Africa, communities are typically involved in maintaining school buildings and purchasing the necessary textbooks, school furniture, teaching and learning materials (see for example Miller-Grandvaux and Yoder (2002)). More social capital is expected to increase the involvement of local communities in school management (Yamada (2013), Miguel and Gugerty (2005), Glennerster et al. (2000)). As a result, school quality is driven by two opposite forces : social capital and ethnic division.
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The main contribution of the current paper is to explore the respective causal impact of these two key variables using a large database covering 16 Sub-Saharan countries. Until now, many studies have been based on simple correlations and/or datasets that are limited to a restricted geographical area. Indeed, disentangling the relative effects of social capital and ethnic division is not straightforward for at least three reasons. First, the relationships between social capital, ethnic divisions and the quality of public goods are mutually reinforcing in a reciprocal configuration. We thus face problems of reverse causality (e.g. a well-functioning community may result in an increase in trust among its members : see Durlauf and Fafchamps (2005) for a discussion). Second, ethnic fractionalization is certainly not a random shock. For instance, individuals may migrate to specific destinations because of their unobserved tastes for certain public goods. Estimates may thus be biased because of this selection effect (see Glennerster et al. (2000)). Third, social capital and ethnic fractionalization are not independent from each other. It is often the case that lower levels of social capital are associated with higher fractionalization. In a such case, simple OLS estimations may be affected by omitted variables. Instrumental variable (IV) estimations allow us to address these three issues simultaneously. However, the main difficulty is to find relevant instruments, i.e. variables that affect school quality only through our variables of interest, namely social capital and ethnic fractionalization. We propose here two relevant instruments : social capital is instrumented using historical information on the settlement patterns of ethnic groups, while ethnic divisions are instrumented using information on the density and numbers of historical homelands. We ran IV estimations at the district level, with more than 1000 districts in Sub-Saharan Africa covered. We proxy social capital by measures of trust included in the Afrobarometer dataset. Ethnic fractionalization is measured using a now classical index of ethnic fractionalization. We find an important and positive effect of trust on the practical aspects of schooling, such as maintaining buildings or providing books. A one percent increase in the level of trust increases the quality of local public goods by 0.181 to 1.05 percent, depending on 3



the measure of school quality under consideration. 1 . Ethnic fractionalization is found to have a very limited effect, if any. The causal effects found raise questions relative to the channels by which social capital and ethnic fractionalization affect the provision of local public goods. We here explore and formalize a particular channel. It is based on the fact that the most trustful individuals are able to recognize each other in daily interactions. As a consequence, ethnic fractionalization may play a role by making these interactions more or less frequent. We subsequently suggest some policy implications. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a review of the literature regarding trust and public good quality. Section 3 describes the historical background justifying the use of inherited trust, and Section 4 describes the survey data and the variable definitions. The econometric specification and controls are laid out in Section 5, and the results appear in Section 6. The possible channels for the causal effects found are discussed in Section 7. Lastly, Section 8 concludes.



2. Social capital, ethnicity, local public goods and schools : a literature review The involvement of local communities in the management of local public goods is a fundamental trend in development. In Africa, communities are traditionally involved in the production of local public goods such as primary schools, basic health care infrastructure, wells and other essential community facilities. It is important to note that the involvement of African communities in providing these basic amenities is larger than anywhere else in the world (Reinikka and Svensson (2004), Rondinelli et al. (1989)). The present paper focuses on one particular public good, namely schools. More precisely, we are using information on the provision of the most basic elements that enter into the education



1. A rise of one standard deviation in the level of trust increases school quality by .17 to .39 standard deviations
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production function. Typically, schooling children requires a building, a classroom with chairs, books, a teacher, and so on. We note that these are necessary conditions for some kind of education to take place (but not sufficient ones to guarantee that teaching is effective). Our main assumption is thus that betterfunctioning communities should provide a greater level of educational inputs. Two characteristics of communities appear important in that respect : social capital and ethnic fractionalization. We briefly review the origin of each notion and their implications for the provision of local public goods such as schools. We then explain why disentangling the relative effects of social capital and ethnic fractionalization is challenging. 2.1. Social capital Social capital is a broadly defined notion which is certainly helpful for thinking about what connects individuals within a community. Spreading out beyond the world of academia, the well-known works of Putnam (2000) and Coleman (1990) discuss social capital in a convincing manner to explain the dynamics of societies. In statements from NGOs and governments, as well as popular discourse, regular references are made to social capital to explain many aspects of social life. Economists have typically been rather reluctant to use a notion that is so loosely defined and hard to measure (Sobel, 2002). However, the emerging field of cultural economics has been successful in providing quantitative evidence which shows that inherited values do explain some current important economic outcomes. Much attention has been devoted to one particular aspect of social capital, namely, trust. Trust, as measured in survey questions, is only a proxy for social capital, but certainly captures some key aspects of interpersonal relationships. As Uslaner (2008a) notes, ”Trust is a value that leads to many positive outcomes for a society : greater tolerance of minorities, greater levels of volunteering and giving to charity, better functioning government, less corruption, more open markets, and greater economic growth”. At a more ”micro” level, Elinor Ostrom describes numerous situations in which the ability to trust each other inside a community appear as a key ingredient of a successful management 5



of common resources. For instance, African communities with higher trust levels are found to produce higher levels of public goods such as basic health services or water sanitation (Hollard and Sene (2016)). Social capital appears to be a bit like a magic potion that results in many positive outcomes and, to the best of our knowledge, few negative effects. 2 We thus expect social capital to have a positive effect on the provision of local public goods and hence on schools. 2.2. Ethnic fractionalization The effects of ethnic diversity on the quality of public goods have been extensively studied in both developed and developing countries. Fragmented societies are found to be more prone to have poor quality public goods at both the aggregate and micro level. The results of this literature, exemplified by Alesina et al. (1999), emphasize that spending on schools, roads, hospitals and other public goods is lower in more fragmented US cities. This research is expanded upon in the provision of public goods in poor communities, with results which are consistent with those found in American cities (Alesina and La Ferrara (2000), Bardhan (Bardhan), Miguel and Gugerty (2005), and Banerjee et al. (2005)). Ethnic fractionalization is generally found to have a negative impact on economic outcomes. However, in some situations, the negative effect is found to be mitigated and can even disappear. Keffer (2005), for example, has emphasized that the negative effect of diversity can be mitigated by the presence of good institutions, so that the marginal effect of ethnic diversity is equal to zero at the maximum level of institutional development. A similar conclusion is reached by Collier (2000), who found that the negative effect of ethnic diversity on growth shows up in nondemocratic countries only. Gisselquist et al. (2016) even challenge this view using data from Zambia. They find a positive effect of ethnic fractionalization. 2. One negative effect is the possibility that small groups with very high levels of social capital, e.g. mafia, use their ability to trust each other to conduct socially indesirable activities (Granovetter (1985)).
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3. Mechanisms linking social capital, ethnic divisions and cooperation in public goods provision Several channels by which ethnic heterogeneity could affect the provision of public goods have been considered so far. A common feature of models accounting for ethnic division is the assumption of some heterogeneity across groups. For instance, in Alesina et al. (1999), it is the heterogeneity in preferences regarding the type of public good to be produced that can lead to an inefficient provision of public goods. In Alesina and La Ferrara (2000), individuals are heterogeneous in their taste for mixing across ethnic lines. This taste for homogeneity drives their theoretical prediction that diverse areas exhibit lower participation in community activities. In the same vein, Vigdor (2004) assumes that individuals participate in the provision of public goods only if the beneficiaries are from their own ethnic group. Furthermore, individuals are assumed to care less about members from other ethnic groups. A third channel is emphasized by Miguel and Gugerty (2005), for whom ethnic diversity creates some heterogeneity in the effectiveness of sanctions. It is easier to avoid free riding inside one’s own group because sanctions are easier to implement, as compared to sanctions across ethnic lines. In particular, they assume that social sanctions and coordination are possible within groups due to the dense networks of information and mutual reciprocity that exist in groups but are harder to implement across different groups. We here explore a different channel by which cooperation can be achieved across ethnic lines. The basic intuition is that individuals who possess certain characteristics are better than others in identifying similar individuals through daily interactions. In the present paper, we explore the possibility that trusting individuals are able to identify each other. The proposed model nicely accommodates our empirical findings. However, as will be explained below, it is not possible to directly test the proposed model. This would require data on interactions at the micro level that is (far) beyond the scope of most surveys we are aware of.
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3.1. On the importance of daily interaction for the production of local public goods In the classical public good game, the Nash equilibrium predicts no contribution at all and, thus, a lot of free riding (at least under the assumption that players care only about their own interest). However, there are countless experiments, in the field as well as in the lab, showing that many individuals are ”conditionally cooperative”. They are willing to cooperate if they believe a sufficient number of other players will cooperate as well. Yet, a significant fraction of people is best characterized as free riders. Put differently, converging evidence (see G¨ achter et al. (2007) for a survey) shows that there are ”types” of players (e.g. conditional cooperators or free riders). The proportion of each type does vary across groups, but reasonable figures are about 50% conditional cooperators and 25% free riders. Note that with different types of players, the nature of public good games changes quite dramatically. Players now need to anticipate, and thus form beliefs about, the number of each type of player in the population. This makes the analysis more complex and requires additional assumptions (e.g. is the distribution of types common knowledge ?). For the present purpose, we will only make the assumption that participation in public good’s provision is increasing with the expected number of cooperators in the population. The key variable of interest is thus the expected number of cooperators that an individual is able to identify. At this stage, we need to clarify the link between cooperation and trust. It is often believed that both notions are linked. This is indeed what a metaanalysis, based on a large pool of independent experiments, confirms (see for instance Balliet and Van Lange (2013)). Glaeser et al. (2000) also provides evidence of a positive correlation between trust and cooperation. Carpenter et al. (2004) furthermore shows that the effect is persistent across time and even across generations. Thus, individuals who hold a higher propensity to trust others are also more likely to belong to the cooperative types, a feature that appears stable over time. Depending on how trust is measured, the correlation ranges from .26 8



to .58 and is highly significant at all conventional levels. A key issue for our purpose is the possibility for cooperators and trusting individuals to mutually identify each other. In particular, signaling and recognizing a willingness to cooperate depends upon the individual’s own propensity to cooperate. The most trusting individuals are more cooperative and also more able to identify each other based on informal interactions. Everything goes on as if trusting individuals signal themselves in an unconscious manner and are also able to detect these signals by observing the behavior of others (Brosig (2002), Ockenfels and Selten (2000), Frank et al. (1993)). Taken together, these results underline the importance of having sufficient interactions among individuals so that trusting individuals can identify each other. As such, the two key variables to explain the amount of cooperation in public good games are the frequency of interactions and the level of trust. How do these findings translate to the specific context of multi-ethnic societies ? One important effect of ethnic divisions is that there are probably less communication across ethnic lines than inside one’s own ethnic group (Habyarimana et al. (2007), among many others). The proposed explanation simply exploits this asymmetry. If a member of a group is less likely to meet individuals belonging to other groups (relative to members of my own group), he is thus more likely to identify cooperators who belong to his own ethnic group, rather than cooperators who belong to another ethnic group. In the same vein, it is also plausible that communication across ethnic lines is less effective in the sense that it is harder to identify cooperators across ethnic lines. It is indeed easier for individuals to identify certain characteristics (like emotions, feelings or body language for instance) in their own group than across groups (TingToomey (2012)). When two individuals identify each other as cooperators, we assume they have created a ”trust link”, i.e. it is common knowledge between them that they are likely to cooperate if engaged in a common project. As a result, individuals will mainly create ”trust links” with members of their own group. In that context, there is no particular taste or preference regarding the composition of the pool 9



of potential cooperators. Ethnic divisions may prevent trusting individuals from identifying each others simply by making interactions across ethnic lines less likely. 3.2. A simple model The probability of an informal interaction between two individuals, i and j, denoted pi,j is assumed to be higher if i and j belong to the same (ethnic) group. In the present model, the main effect of ethnic divisions is to prevent the kind of informal meetings that allow individuals to meet and create trust links when appropriate. We now define a trust link between i and j as a situation in which after some interactions it becomes common knowledge among i and j that they are both (conditional) cooperators. In what follows, we assume that the likelihood of a (trust) link Li,j to be created is given by : P (Li,j = 1) = pi,j θi θj where θi denotes the level of trust of individual i. We assume that Li,j = 1 if a link is created (resp. Li,j = 0 if not). It is beyond the scope of this paper to model how an individual i will form expectations about the exact number of cooperators in a given group. We simply assume that these expectations are based on Li , the number of links an individual i has formed. It is then safe to assume that the likelihood that individual i will contribute to the public good is increasing with Li = #{j/Li,j = 1}. The classical public good problem can thus be rewritten as : U (xi ) = Wi − xi + G(Li , xi ) with xi being the contribution of individual i, Wi his wealth and G the production function that depends on the expected sum of contributions, which is in turn driven by the number of links. We assume that ∂G ∂xi



∂G ∂Li



> 0 and, as usual,



> 0. In other words, we proxied the expected sum of contribution, which
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appears in classical public good problems, by the expected number of confidence links. 3.3. Some implications In the present model, the effect of ethnic division is driven by the difference between pi,j and pi,k when i and j belong to one group and k to another. We consider these elements as exogenous. When ethnic divisions are very pronounced, the difference will be large, while where ethnic divisions are less salient both quantities are expected to be similar. Ethnic division will sometimes play a role depending on the salience of ethnic divisions. In sharp contrast, greater levels of trust will always lead to a higher probability of forming a link and then to a higher number of effective links which in turn implies higher levels of expected cooperation and, lastly a higher probability of a positive investment in the public good. Although trust and ethnic fractionalization may be linked, in our model they have a different status : trust always has a positive effect on the provision of public goods, while ethnic fractionalization has an intermittent effect. 3.4. Link with existing models The present model can be compared to existing ones. For instance Miguel and Gugerty (2005) focuses on the possibility of imposing sanctions across ethnic lines as a powerful way to avoid free riding. The key determinant of their model is the ability to impose sanctions across ethnic lines. Note that their model, which is also an extension of the classical public good game, is fully compatible with the one presented here. Both models can be combined by adding a term corresponding to sanctions. We here propose a different channel by which cooperation can be achieved across ethnic lines. Alesina and La Ferrara (2000) insist on the heterogeneity in preferences that can lead to an inefficient provision of public goods. Their approach is based on the possibility of creating, or not, the type of community that is likely to promote social capital. They focus on a specific type of public goods in which there
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is, for instance, no exclusion (unlike club goods). Another important difference is that segregation arises from the fact that individuals have specific preferences for being grouped with individuals of the same group as their own. The present model introduces a different kind of heterogeneity among individuals. What matters in the proposed approach is the physical possibility of meeting members of a different group. No difference in preferences or the ability to impose sanctions is present in our model.



4. Data and variable definitions We use three different databases to test the causal effect of trust on people’s access to basic health care : the Afrobarometer (2005), Murdock’s Ethnographic Atlas (1958) and administrative data from Kenya as robustness checks. The Afrobarometer data comes from nationally-representative samples of primary sampling units (PSUs) selected with a probability proportional to population size (with a minimum size of 1200). We use data from 16 countries : Benin, Botswana, Ghana, Kenya, Lesotho, Madagascar, Malawi, Mali, Mozambique, Namibia, Nigeria, Senegal, South Africa, Tanzania, Uganda and Zambia. We use the third round, which collected information on certain individual-level indicators, including social capital and ethnicity. The surveys were conducted face-to-face in the respondent’s language of choice. We also aggregate data at the district level, which is the smallest administrative level within a country, yielding data on 1335 districts. The descriptive statistics of the socio-economic variables in the sample appear in Table 1. The second database, providing information on historical settlement patterns, is drawn from the ethnographic Atlas of Murdock (1967), which compiles a great deal of ethnographic work into one database and classifies 1167 societies around the world according to their culture and societal institutions. This database contains information on pre-colonial conditions and characteristics of many ethnic groups and tribes within Africa. Additional information on the historical locations of ethnic groups’ homelands versus their current locations are drawn from Nunn and Wantchekon (2011), which deals
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with the impact of the slave trade on trust in Africa. The third database, used for the robustness check, is administrative data from Kenyan primary schools, which was collected by the Ministry of Education in more than 3000 schools around the country. 3 4.1. Indicators of the quality of schools School quality indicators are derived from the Afrobarometer survey, which contains seven questions about school quality. It is worth noting that the indicators used in the present analysis refer to inputs that make education possible. We observe a set of necessary conditions for some education to occur. The data is silent regarding the output, i.e. the amount of transmitted knowledge. Individuals were asked : ”Have you encountered any of these problems with your local public school during the past 12 months : 1. Services are too expensive or unable to pay ? (EXP) 2. Lack of textbooks or other supplies ? (BSP) 3. Poor teaching ? (PTE) 4. Absent teacher ? (TABS) 5. Overcrowded classrooms ? (OWC) 6. Poor conditions of facilities ? (PFAC) 7. Demands for illegal payments ? (ILP)”. We use the average of these indicators at the district level, averaging across different schools. 4 In the robustness check section, we use a different dataset in which data is gathered from the schools directly. 4.2. Indicators of social capital To measure trust, two variables are used : generalized trust and trust in neighbors. The first is measured using the General Value Survey (GVS) trust question : ”Generally speaking, would you say that most people can be trusted, or that you cannot be too careful in dealing with people ? ” Respondents reply either ”Most people can be trusted ” or ”You must be very careful ”. District trust is thus measured by the percentage of respondents stating that ”Most people can



3. Available at https ://www.opendata.go.ke/Education/Nairobi-county-boardingschools/bwxh-pxc2 4. We would ideally select schools at random inside each district, with a probability proportional to the number of pupils. The number of sampling units in the Afrobarometer is proportional to population size which implies that distortions should be mild compared to this ideal.
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be trusted ”. This is by far the most common trust measure in empirical work, and is often presented as a proxy for social capital. However, generalized trust has been the subject of a long debate in the literature. A number of researchers have argued that these trust questions are too abstract (Glaeser et al. (2000), Nannestad (2008), and Sturgis and Smith (2010)) and are not good measures of trust. Despite these problems, Tabellini (2008) has argued that the GVS question is an indicator of moral values transmitted from one generation to another. As such, it is an indicator of a culture of general morality through which distant history influences current institutional outcomes. The second variable is trust in neighbors. The exact wording of the question is : ”How much do you trust each of the following types of people : Your neighbors ?” Respondents choose between four possible answers : ”(i) not at all, (ii) just a little, (iii) I trust them somewhat, or (iv) I trust them a lot”. Using these two measures of trust allows us to compare a local measure of trust to a more global one. By comparing the ability of each measure to explain collective action toward schools, we can test whether, as expected, the more local metric is indeed more relevant. 4.3. Measure of ethnic diversity Empirical studies have typically used various measures of ethnic diversity, like an index of ethnic fractionalization or ethnic polarization. However, before deciding which measure to use, we need to clarify what we mean by ethnicity. Ethnicity can be broadly defined as a sense of group belonging, based on ideas of common origins, history, culture, language, experiences and values. Following the development literature on village communities, diversity is measured with reference to language/ethnic groups and more seldomly through, membership in different clans or tribes. The most widely-used measure of diversity in the empirical literature is the index of fractionalization (EFI). This measure is, for example, employed by Easterly and Levine (1997) in econometric analyses of economic growth and political conflict, first constructed by Taylor and Hudson (1972). It represents 14



the probability that two randomly selected individuals in the population belong to a different group. Where each group constitutes proportion pi of the total population, the measure is given by :
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where s is the district share of the ethnic group. The EFI scores zero in a perfectly homogenous population and reaches its theoretical maximum value of 1 when an infinite population is divided into infinite groups of one member. The level of ethno-linguistic fractionalization in each district is calculated on the basis of the third round of Afrobarometer data.



5. Identification Strategy The objective here is to determine the causal link between trust and the quality of district public goods. To this end, we estimate the following : ωd = π0 + π1 T rustd + π2 EF Id + π3 Xd + Ctr. f.e. + εd .



(1)



Here, ωd is the school-quality indicator which is : schools being too expensive (EXP), a lack of textbooks or other supplies (BSP), poor teaching (PTE), teachers being absent (TABS), a problem of overcrowded classes (OWC), poor facilities (PFAC), and problems with illegal payments (ILP). The vector Xd picks up district-level characteristics, and T rustd is district-level trust. The two trust measures, generalized trust (T rustGV S ) and trust in close neighbors (T rustneigh ), will be considered separately. The variable EF Id is the ethnic fractionization index. Lastly, εd is the error term, and the πi are the coefficients. If trust is endogenous, OLS estimation will not be consistent ; we therefore appeal to Two-Stage Least Squares Instrumental Variable estimation (2SLS-IV).
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Our 2SLS-IV equation is specified as : ωd = π0 + π1 T rustd + π2 EF Id + π3 Xd + Ctr. f.e. + εd ,



(2)



T rustd = ρ0 + ρ1 Inheritd + ρ3 Xd + Ctr. f.e. + ξd ,



(3)



EF Id = η0 + η1 P rop homogeneityd + η3 Xd + Ctr. f.e. + ϑd ,



(4)



where Inheritd is the inherited trust in the district, P rop homogeneity is an indicator of the fraction of the surrounding ethnic homelands of the districts. 5.1. Description of the instruments To implement IV estimation, we need instruments which satisfy two conditions : they must be relevant, i.e. correlated with the endogenous variable, and they must be exogenous, i.e. they affect the relevant variables via the instrumented variable, without any independent or autonomous role. In what follows, we present the two instruments used and explain why they satisfy these properties. 5.1.1. Instrument for trust The first instrument that we consider here is a form of trust that is inherited along the ethnic lines. It is thus characteristic of an ethnic group and is likely to have been shaped over a long period, before modern states were established. Individuals move with their norms, but institutions and infrastructures stay. Sub-Saharan African immigration became widespread after the countries gained independence. Movers tended to move from ethnically homogeneous rural villages to ethnically heterogeneous urban areas, leaving some districts ethnically homogeneous. Individuals ”export” their inherited trust out of their homeland. Inherited trust will in turn affect the ability to produce public goods such as schools. For instance, consider the current trust of a member of the Bantu ethnic group currently living in Fon territory (who is thus a mover in our vocabulary). Part of his or her current level of trust is inherited from his or her Bantu ancestors. Since these Bantu ancestors transmitted their values to Bantu ”movers” and ”stayers”, the inherited level of trust of a Bantu mover affects the current
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trust level but has no direct impact on the quality of local infrastructures in the Fon territory where the individual now lives. The choice of this instrument is guided by the recent works which provide evidence that inherited trust explains a considerable portion of an individual’s current trust (Algan and Cahuc (2010) and Uslaner (2008b)). Inherited trust is calculated from historical ethnic data on settlement patterns in Africa, taken from the Ethnographic Atlas of Murdock (1967), which is used to map the territory of many African ethnic groups before the formation of modern countries. We delimit 282 historical ethnic territories, as shown in Figure 1. Each individual’s inherited trust is the average trust level in his or her original ethnic group. For example, a member of the Bantu ethnic group who now lives in a Fon’ ethnic group homeland will inherit trust given by the standardized level of trust in Bantu homelands. We need to identify ”movers” and ”stayers”. Since the Afrobarometer provides precise localization information for respondents’ homes, as well as their ethnicity, we can identify both ”movers” (those who have left their homeland) and ”stayers” (those who still live there). 5 We find that 48 percent of respondents still live in their ethnic homelands and are thus classified as ”stayers”. As in Hollard et al (2015), we construct inherited trust in a district d, Inheritd , by considering only movers living in district d. For each mover, we first replace his current level of trust by the average level of trust of members of his ethnic group who are still living in their ethnic homeland. For instance, let us assume that district d is not included in the Bantu homeland. Bantu living there are thus classified as movers. The inherited trust level of a Bantu mover is the average level of trust of all Bantus living in the Bantu homeland, i.e. the average across all Bantu stayers. Inheritd is then the average in district d of movers’ inherited trust, weighted by the relative size of each ethnic group of movers in the district d. Ethnic fractionalization greatly varies across



5. The main difficulty here is the link between current ethnic groups, as reported in the Afrobarometer, to those identified by Murdock : some ethnic groups have split up into different sub-groups, while others have changed their names. We benefit here from the information collected by Nunn and Wantchekon (2011) 6
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districts. Stayers in the district d are thus not included in the computation of Inheritd . One direct consequence of this estimation strategy is that the most homogeneous districts with only ”stayers” cannot be included in the IV estimation. Since we wish to compare two measures of trust, trust in neighbors and generalized trust, we compute the two corresponding types of inherited trust, Inherit NEIGH and Inherit GVS. 5.1.2. Instrument for ethnic fractionalisation During the pre-colonial period, say before the beginning of the nineteenth century, African populations were characterized by a low density of population (compared to Europe), with a few small cities, and little ethnic diversity (Boserup, Boserup). Most inhabitants were living in their ethnic homelands, resulting in low levels of ethnic diversity. Ethnic diversity started to rise during the colonial period. Colonizers developed cities to exploit local resources for exportation. These cities were then used as centers of colonial administration and trade. Since local labor forces were insufficient due to Africa’s initial low population density, colonizers used voluntary or forced migrant workers in these cities (Green (2012)). The split of the African continent into the administrative districts used in the present work is directly inherited from this colonial demographic transformation : each district contains one main central city with only small villages surrounding it. As explained, a great proportion of the inhabitants of the central city originated from the surrounding ethnic homelands. So, if there are many different ethnic homelands surrounding the central city, the urban population is more likely to be ethnically diverse than if the central city is located at the heart of one large ethnic homeland. To build our instrument, we thus fixed a radius around the center of each district. The presented results use a radius of 350 kilometers (about 200 miles). 7



7. Alternative values of the radius can be considered as robustness checks. These are available upon request from the authors. We run the same regressions for values of 200 and 300 kilometers and find no substantial differences. 350 kilometers was chosen because it generates a fair amout of variance while still being a reasonable distance in practical terms.
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We then count the number of ethnic homelands (as defined by Murdock) that intersect, or are included in, the so-defined area. To be consistent with the way the measure of ethnic fractionalization is built, we consider the inverse value. This results in a discrete variable, named Prop homogeneity, that takes a value of 1 if there is only one homeland and thus an ethnically homogeneous area. This value decreases when the number of homelands increases. Prop homogeneity has a mean of .312 and variance of .241, showing that there is great variability across the African continent. How reasonable is the exogeneity assumption for this instrument ? Our indicator can be seen as a geographical propensity to ethnic fractionalization based on the initial distribution of homelands. Ethnic homelands were defined by Murdock at the end of the colonial period. During the preceding half-century, once colonization was in place, almost no major inter-ethnic conflict took place. The geographic distribution of homelands is furthermore thought to have been stable for a much longer period of time, and its origin is probably rooted in long-term evolution when Africa was first populated by homo sapiens around 150.000 years ago. As a consequence, we can reasonably rule out any significant influence from the spatial distribution of ethnic homelands on the current level of modern public goods such as schools. 5.2. Results 5.3. OLS estimation results : Trust, Ethnic Fractionalization and School Quality We first estimate equation 1 without any controls : the results appear in Table 2. In the first part of the table, we regress school quality on generalized trust and the ethnic fractionalization index, and in the second part we replace generalized trust with trust in neighbors. The estimated trust coefficients are positive and significant for six of the seven school quality indicators. However, as expected, trust in neighbors is more strongly correlated with our dependent variable, and is more significant. EFI appears to play a marginal role, with no coefficient reaching significance.
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We then control for a range of district characteristics in Table 3 for generalized trust and in Table 4 for trust in neighbors (see Table 2 for the descriptive statistics of these controls). Trust remains an important determinant of school quality : trust in neighbors is now significant for all seven school quality measures. None of the controls plays such an important role. EFI now reaches significance for one variable when trust is measured by generalized trust and two variables when it is measured by trust in neighbors. The controls that are the most significantly correlated with school quality are the proportion of christians in the district, wealth and urban areas. EFI, which picks up ethnic fractionalization, plays only a marginal role compared to the other variables. The introduction of our controls here has only a limited effect on the estimated coefficients on both trust and EFI. 5.4. IV results Table 5 shows the results of the first stage estimation for the three instruments considered. As expected, inherited trust is strongly correlated with current trust levels, both for GVS and trust in neighbors. Thus, a one percent increase in inherited GVS trust leads to a .650 percent increase in predicted district generalized trust. This correlation is even stronger for trust in neighbors, with an analogous figure of .835. We find also that the index of the density of historical ethnic homelands surrounding the districts is negatively correlated with ethnic fractionalization, with a corresponding coefficient of -.116 that reaches significance at the 5% level. As confirmed by F-statistics, we can rule out any weak instrument problem. While it is generally admitted that F-statistics should exceed 10 to pass the exclusion restriction test, we get values of 110, 250 and 10 for generalized trust, trust in neighbors and ethnic fractionalization, respectively. Before interpreting the estimation results, we first consider the results from the Durbin-Wu-Hausman test. Under the H0, IV and OLS are both consistent, but OLS is more efficient while under the H1 ; only IV is consistent. The relevant p-values appear in Table 6. Apart from BSP and PTE, the test statistics reveal 20



that we cannot reject the null hypothesis that the OLS estimation of generalized trust is consistent. Regarding trust in neighbors, the test statistics suggest an endogeneity problem in the estimation of the coefficients of only one variable (PTE), and reject the null hypothesis that the OLS estimator is consistent. The IV estimates are therefore preferable. The results of IV estimation appear in the first and second parts of Table 6, respectively, for trust in neighbors and generalized trust. IV estimation confirms the positive and significant effect of trust on school quality. The estimated trust effect is large and suggests that districts with higher levels of generalized trust and trust in neighbors perform better with respect to school management. The coefficients from IV estimation are considerably larger than those in the OLS estimates. A rise of one percent in the level of trust increases school quality by 0.18 to 1.05 percent. The IV estimation results for the level of trust in neighbors on the quality of school services can be found in the first part of Table 6. Districts with greater trust in neighbors generally have schools of better quality, since all significant coefficients are positive. As expected, the effect of trust in neighbors is larger than that of generalized trust and provides more significant estimates. Six of the seven indicators of school quality are causally significantly linked to trust in neighbors. As shown in the first part of Table 6, the effect of trust in neighbors is quite large. A one percent rise in the level of trust reduces, for example, the problem of school expenses by .18 percent, problems of book supply by .27, and overcrowded classrooms by .245. However, no significant effect is found relative to teacher absenteeism (TABS). Districts where individuals declare greater trust in their neighbors are more willing to deal with a number of problems in schools, and there are fewer problems with supplying books, overcrowded classrooms, illegal payments or dirty facilities. To a lesser extent, we find that generalized trust also helps to explain district school quality. This positive effect of trust seems larger than the negative effect of ethnic fractionalization, which is often considered as the most important determinant of public-good provision in Africa. Surprisingly enough, 21



EFI never reaches significance for any of the considered variables.



6. Alternative samples : Kenya administrative data sets To further test the robustness of our results, we re-estimate the effect of social capital on school quality using a different database. We get some robustness checks along three dimensions : (1) We are using Kenya administrative data on education, collected by the Ministry of Education, in more than 3000 primary schools around the country. 8 Administrative data is not subjective data, such as in Afrobarometer. (2) This database proposes school quality indicators which are similar in the sense that they are related to inputs that are entered into the education production function. Furthermore, we get new variables which broaden the scope of the analysis. Five indicators are considered which relative to the pupil-teacher ratio, the pupil-classroom ratio and the pupil-toilet ratio (3). All analyses are performed at the school level, addressing the potential problems arising from analysis at the district level. Results are reported in Table 7 for OLS estimation and Table 8 for the IV estimations. These results suggest that social capital has a strong positive effect on the material aspects (e.g. providing books, building and maintaining facilities). However, communities may have much less impact on teachers (recruiting a sufficient number of them, dealing with absenteeism, etc.). In contrast, ethnic fractionalization appears to be significant quite precisely where capital social is not. We comment further on that particular point in the general discussion below.



7. Robustness checks To see whether our results are robust, we run a series of additional tests. We first test for the effects of unobservable variables, as popularized by Altonji et al.



8. Available on schools/bwxh-pxc2.



https



://www.opendata.go.ke/Education/Nairobi-county-boarding-
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(2005). We then test whether the historitical variables and the ethnic groups’ inherited capacity to manage local public goods affect our results. 7.1. Assessing the role of unobservable variables A classical problem in statistics is that estimated coefficients may be biased due to unobservable variables. At the extreme, the inclusion of a new variable that correlates with both school quality and trust may result in the coefficient of ”trust” becoming non-significant. In other words, we would have wrongly attributed to ”trust” an effect on education. By definition, we cannot control for unobservable variables. However, the method developed by Altonji et al. (2005) allows us to use observables to assess the potential bias from unobservable variables (see Gonz` alez and Miguel (2015) and Oster (2015) for clarifications regarding the assumptions made). To see how this method works, consider two types of regressions : one with a restricted set of controls and another with a full set of controls. Let the estimated coefficient of the restricted regression be π W , and that from the regression with full controls be π C . We then calculate the ratio : π C /(π W - π C ). If the addition of controls does not affect coefficients much, π W and π C will have similar values. We will thus find a high absolute value for the ratio. For instance, a value of 2 indicates that the effect of unobservable variables needs to be at least twice stronger than that of observable variables to offset the effect of trust. It is generally considered that a ratio greater than 3 indicates that it is unlikely that the effect of trust is purely driven by unobservable variables (Nunn and Wantchekon (2011)). The ratios corresponding to our two measures of trust, namely generalized trust and the level of trust in neighbors, are reported in table 9. The absolute values range from 2.19 to 20.98. Four of the fourteen estimations are below three. It is thus unlikely that the effect of trust on school quality is driven by unobservable variables. Negative ratios indicate that unobservable variables are, on average, negatively correlated with the outcome variables, suggesting a downward bias for our OLS estimates.
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7.2. Validity of the instruments To satisfy the exclusion restriction condition, the inherited trust should only affect the quality of schools through the actual level of trust. The condition is not met if inherited trust affects the school quality through other sources such as local institutions or other historical variables. To see if the exclusion restriction condition is likely to occur, we perform a battery of tests. We first identify historical variables through which the inherited trust affects the quality of trust (the former presence of colonizers, railways, and the presence of a precolonial city, the deadliness of the disease environment and a measure of the historic exposure of the territory to the transatlantic and Indian Ocean slave trade). If the effect of trust on school quality disappears after the inclusion of these historical variables, this suggests that the effects found in previous estimates are mostly driven to the omission of these historical variables. The results can be read in Tables 10 and 11. The impact of generalized trust and EFI becomes insignificant. Only the effect of trust in neighbors remains significant. As such, EFI does not causally affect school quality, and the OLS correlations reflect omitted variables. However, trust in neighbors, our indicator of local trust, continues to causally affect school quality. The second test consists of testing whether the inherited capacity of ethnic groups to manage public goods affects our results. To address this potential concern, we include a set of ”movers” homeland characteristics. In particular, we construct, in the same way as for the inherited trust variables, inherited local public goods including health clinics, piped water, sewage systems and recreational facilities. The results can be found in Table 12 for trust in neighbors and Table 13 for generalized trust. The results are similar to those found previously. The estimates of the effect of trust remain strongly significant for trust in neighbors and slightly less so for generalized trust and ethnic fractionalization.
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8. Conclusion African communities are often faced with limited governmental resources. These communities rely on collective action to provide basic public goods. Schools are no exception to this. Communities typically maintain school buildings and purchase the necessary textbooks, school furniture, teaching and learning materials. In some extreme cases, communities receive no governmental support, making them fully responsible for providing elementary education (see for example Miller-Grandvaux and Yoder (2002)). The involvement of local communities in school management is generally viewed as an effective way to promote basic education in Africa. On the other hand, research on ethnic fractionalization, as well as a few violent conflicts in Sub-Saharan Africa, put the emphasis on ethnic divisions as an important driver of public good provision. Therefore, schools in Africa are at the crossroads of two lines of research. Research on social capital considers schools as local public goods, thus insisting on the importance of local measures of social capital to better understand what drives school quality in Africa. We find great support for this assumption, since our IV estimation suggests a large, positive and causal role for social capital. By contrasting general measures of trust with local ones, it indeed appears that local, rather than generalized, trust is more significant. We interpret the importance of local measures as support for the the channel we propose. Indeed, we assume that daily interactions favors the mutual identification of individuals willing to engage in the production of local public goods. Social capital is particularly effective when it comes to the more material aspects of schooling. Communities are able to overcome free-rider issues and collectively provide local public goods such as buildings for schools or health centers, or basic items such as textbooks. Assuming it is possible to enhance social capital, an issue we discuss below, it seems possible to achieve positive effects on these basic aspects of local public goods. However, there may be a limit to what social capital can achieve. For instance, when it comes to managing teachers (and the same holds true for health
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workers), social capital is found to have a limited effect (Banerjee and Duflo (2006)). Social capital certainly has a positive impact on many aspects of public goods, it may, on the other hand, be unwilling, or unable, to provide the required incentives to teachers or health workers. This suggests that, despite its numerous positive effects, social capital is not a panacea. Surprisingly enough, ethnic divisions are not found to play a very significant role. Most districts are ethnically diverse, and schools may create some divisions when it comes to the language used or similar issues. However, ethnic divisions seem of marginal relevance. It is expected that social capital may mitigate the negative effect of ethnic divisions, but the overall very low impact of ethnic division is novel. This result may appear puzzling given the great number of articles which documented a negative effect of ethnic fractionalization. Recent works (Gisselquist et al. (2016), Kryzanek (2013)), including the present paper, suggest that local, rather than more global, public goods rest on a different channel. Being able to cooperate across ethnic lines at the local level depends on physical contact, whether to identify individuals willing to cooperate, or to impose sanctions, etc. The phenomenon of government capture (e.g. when one ethnic group uses public spending in its own interest) rests on a different logic. This suggests that ethnic fractionalization has a different impact at the local and national levels. There is also a more technical reason for local and global public goods to differ. Local public goods exhibit a more or less constant return to scale. Building two small schools, instead of one big one, may not make a big difference. So if each ethnic group builds its own schools, this may not lead to big inefficiencies in the provision of public goods. In contrast, more global public goods, such as transportation networks, involve large and positive returns to scale. So it is not feasible for each ethnic group to produce its own public good. In sum, both the technical nature of local public goods and the specificity of local interactions may mitigate the effect of ethnic fractionalization at the local level. What types of policy implications can be drawn from these observations ? Obviously, enhancing social capital would be beneficial for school quality in 26



Africa. This raises some intriguing questions. First, we still know little about practical ways to enhance social capital. The channel we explore here suggests that simple meetings may certainly have a positive effect on social capital. For instance, Attanasio et al. (2015) show that informal, non mandatory, meetings included in a larger program were effective at enhancing social capital by simply favoring communication among community members. Enhancing social capital is feasible and may well have a large and positive effect on local public goods at an affordable cost.
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Appendices Figure 1: Historical territories of ethnic groups



Colors represent the population density. Darker colors indicate higher density.
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Table 1: Summary statistics



Variable



Description



Mean



Std. Dev.



N



PTE



Quality of teaching



1.006



0.680



1331



ILP



Any problem of illegal Payment



0.560



0.563



1332



PFAC



Quality of facilities



1.197



0.748



1333



OWC



Any problem of overcrowd classrooms



1.345



0.752



1331



TABS



Limited teacher absenteeism



1.002



0.643



1332



BSP



Book supply



1.118



0.693



1334



EXP



Without problems of school too expensive



0.845



0.652



1334



T rustGV S



Level of generalized trust



0.185



0.183



1327



T rustneigh



Level of trust in neighbors



1.744



0.563



1263



EFI



District level of ethnic fractionalization



0.313



0.279



1181



Dist wealth



District level wealth index



0.014



0.429



1355



Age



Median age



34.785



7.971



1291



Prop male



Proportion male



0.493



0.117



1292



Educated



Proportion educated



0.643



0.317



1355



Prop catholic



Proportion Catholic



0.217



0.225



1292



Prop urban



Proportion in an urban area



0.31



0.421



1292



Dist school



Distribution of schools



0.817



0.387



1169



Dist Health clinic



Distribution of health clinics



0.49



0.435



1264
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Table 2: OLS estimates of the effect of the level of trust on school quality



EXP



BSP



TABS



OWC



PFAC



ILP



PTE



Trust GVS



.128 (.099)



.240** (.109)



.191* (.104)



.433*** (.125)



.289** (.119)



.309*** (.084)



.192* (.105)



EFI



.082 (.063)



.022 (.074)



.043 (.068)



-.132 (.081)



-.026 (.078)



.060 (.059)



-.043 (.072)



Constant



-1.369*** -1.497*** -1.287*** -1.884*** -1.571*** -.975*** (.083) (.094) (.075) (.080) (.076) (.077)



-1.528*** (.084)



Adj. R2 No. of cases



.214 1137



.151 1137



.150 1136



.126 1134



.189 1136



.217 1136



.207 1135



Trust NEIGH .047 (.037)



.079* (.042)



.076* (.041)



.129** (.050)



.144** (.049)



.220*** (.035)



.092** (.042)



EFI



.081 (.064)



.022 (.075)



.044 (.068)



-.129 (.081)



-.021 (.078)



.074 (.058)



-.040 (.072)



Constant



-1.408*** (.099) .214 1136



-1.556*** (.110) .150 1136



-1.355*** (.092) .150 1135



-1.967*** (.102) .123 1133



-1.722*** (.103) .194 1135



-1.248*** (.094) .243 1135



-1.624*** (.098) .208 1134



Adj. R2 No. of cases



. All regressions are OLS with country fixed-effects. The dependent variables refer to district school quality. Standardized coefficients are reported. Robust standard errors appear in parentheses. * Significant at 90%, ** Significant at 95% and *** Significant at 99%.
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Table 3: OLS estimates of the effect of generalized trust on school quality



EXP



BSP



TABS



OWC



PFAC



ILP



PTE



Trust GVS



.177* (.103)



.317** (.112)



.211** (.108)



.477*** (.130)



.315** (.124)



.250** (.086)



.223** (.106)



EFI



.055 (.071)



-.091 (.082)



-.014 (.078)



-.210** (.090)



-.137 (.085)



.105 (.065)



-.093 (.079)



Dist wealth



.098 (.068)



.194** (.072)



.048 (.068)



.073 (.087)



.131 (.082)



-.042 (.060)



.028 (.068)



Education



-.006 (.098)



-.066 (.103)



.061 (.101)



-.054 (.121)



-.094 (.116)



-.014 (.086)



.037 (.105)



Age (Median)



-.001 (.003)



.004 (.003)



.001 (.003)



.004 (.003)



.000 (.003)



.003 (.002)



.006** (.003)



Prop catholic



.037 (.094)



.148 (.105)



.077 (.096)



.060 (.121)



.021 (.119)



-.171* (.089)



.248** (.100)



Prop urban



.002 (.051)



.080 (.055)



.070 (.056)



.126* (.067)



.077 (.063)



-.056 (.052)



.112** (.054)



Prop male



.606** (.217)



.219 (.225)



-.495** (.228)



.053 (.283)



-.143 (.305)



-.336* (.197)



-.456** (.229)



Dist health clinic



.003 (.045)



.005 (.051)



-.001 (.048)



-.087 (.060)



.009 (.056)



-.018 (.042)



> -.059 (.052)



Dist schools



.077 (.049)



.033 (.055)



.086* (.051)



.038 (.060)



-.022 (.057)



-.035 (.041)



.131** (.053)



Constant



-1.721*** (.190)



-1.780*** (.200)



-1.213*** (.181)



-2.065*** (.226)



-1.443*** (.249)



-.798*** (.161)



-1.707*** (.184)



Adj. R2 No. of cases



.222 1105



.166 1105



.159 1104



.131 1102



.197 1104



.230 1104



.228 1103



All regressions are OLS with country fixed-effects. The dependent variables refer to district school quality. Standardized coefficients are reported. Robust standard errors appear in parentheses. * Significant at 90%, ** Significant at 95% and *** Significant at 99%.
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Table 4: OLS estimations of the effect of trust in neighbors on school quality



EXP



BSP



TABS



OWC



PFAC



ILP



PTE



Trust NEIGH



.078* (.040)



.132** (.044)



.116** (.045)



.157** (.054)



.182*** (.053)



.210*** (.039)



.140** (.043)



EFI



.058 (.071)



-.087 (.082)



-.011 (.078)



-.203** (.090)



-.132 (.085)



.108* (.065)



-.090 (.079)



Dist wealth



.095 (.069)



.198** (.073)



.059 (.070)



.068 (.088)



.143* (.082)



-.008 (.061)



.046 (.068)



Education



.031 (.101)



-.014 (.106)



.108 (.103)



.006 (.125)



-.016 (.119)



.068 (.086)



.092 (.107)



Age (Median)



-.001 (.003)



.004 (.003)



.001 (.003)



.004 (.003)



.000 (.003)



.003 (.002)



.005** (.003)



Prop catholic



.057 (.094)



.179* (.104)



.105 (.095)



.095 (.122)



.067 (.119)



-.121 (.088)



.281** (.098)



Prop urban



.007 (.051)



.089 (.055)



.078 (.056)



.137** (.067)



.089 (.063)



-.042 (.052)



.121** (.054)



Prop male



.648** (.214)



.239 (.221)



-.485** (.228)



.083 (.282)



-.103 (.297)



-.343* (.208)



-.460* (.234)



Dist health clinic



.008 (.045)



.008 (.051)



-.001 (.048)



-.079 (.060)



.011 (.056)



-.024 (.042)



-.061 (.053)



Dist schools



.079 (.049)



.037 (.055)



.092* (.052)



.042 (.060)



-.013 (.057)



-.021 (.040)



.139** (.053)



Constant



-1.842*** (.201)



-1.945*** (.205)



-1.375*** (.187)



-2.239*** (.238)



-1.717*** (.256)



-1.114*** (.175)



-1.901*** (.193)



Adj. R2 No. of cases



.223 1104



.166 1104



.162 1103



.128 1101



.204 1103



.252 1103



.232 1102



All regressions are OLS with country fixed-effects. The dependent variables refer to district school quality. Standardized coefficients are reported. Robust standard errors appear in parentheses. * Significant at 90%, ** Significant at 95% and *** Significant at 99%.
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Table 5: First-stage regressions



Trust GVS



Trust NEIGH



EFI



Dist wealth



-.055** (.017)



-.221*** (.045)



.149*** (.026)



Education



-.027 (.026)



-.118* (.069)



-.271*** (.038)



Age



-.000 (.001)



.003 (.002)



-.005*** (.001)



Prop catholic



-.028 (.027)



-.093 (.070)



-.071* (.040)



Prop urban



.004 (.014)



-.066* (.037)



.129*** (.021)



Prop male



-.129** (.064)



.069 (.166)



.000 (.091)



Dist Health clinic



.016 (.013)



.045 (.033)



.021 (.019)



Dist school



-.024* (.014)



-.057 (.036)



.005 (.020)



Constant



.222*** (.053)



.291* (.161)



.484*** (.074)



Inherit GVS



.650*** (.062)



Inherit NEIGH



.835*** (.053)



Prop homogeneity



-.116** (.036)



Exclusion rest. test F-statistic



110.07***



250.66***



10.45***



Adj. R2



.265



.451



.289



No. of cases



1101



1101



1097



. All regressions are OLS with country fixed-effects. Standardized coefficients are reported. Standard errors are in parentheses. * Significant at 90%, ** Significant at 95% and *** Significant at 99%.
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Table 6: IV estimations of the effect of social capital on school quality



EXP



Trust NEIGH



EFI



Constant



BSP



TABS



OWC



PFAC



ILP



PTE



.181**



.274**



.077



.245**



.194*



.307***



.238**



(.085)



(.099)



(.098)



(.105)



(.113)



(.075)



(.105)



.350



.799



1.199



-.571



1.254



.146



1.391



(.713)



(.832)



(.825)



(.908)



(.959)



(.631)



(.893)



-2.169*** -2.607*** -1.900*** -2.329*** -2.449*** -1.291*** -2.828*** (.398)



(.464)



(.461)



(.509)



(.536)



(.351)



(.499)



DWH (p-value)



0.443



0.111



0.253



0.659



0.234



0.355



0.065



Adj. R2



.208



.058



-.043



.119



.002



.236



-.037



No. of cases



1040



1040



1039



1037



1039



1039



1038



Trust GVS



.375



.792**



-.154



1.043**



-.185



.515*



.528



(.345)



(.402)



(.397)



(.445)



(.446)



(.311)



(.423)



.242



.715



1.041



-.551



.925



-.079



1.258



(.673)



(.785)



(.764)



(.866)



(.878)



(.609)



(.832)



Endogeneity test



EFI



Constant



-1.934*** -2.380*** -1.622*** -2.297*** -1.859*** -.825**



-2.537***



(.341)



(.398)



(.386)



(.439)



(.446)



(.307)



(.422)



DWH (p-value)



0.682



0.074



0.305



0.351



0.298



0.615



0.033



Adj. R2



.214



.064



-.002



.105



.069



.205



-.003



No. of cases



1040



1040



1039 39



1037



1039



1039



1038



Endogeneity test



. This table shows IV estimation results. The regressions include country fixed effects. The dependent variables refer to district school quality. Standard errors are in parentheses. The district-level controls are median age, economic conditions, the proportion of members with formal education, the proportion of individuals living in an urban area, the proportion of men, the proportions of Christian the distribution of schools and health clinics in walking distance. * Significant at 90%, ** Significant at 95% and *** Significant at 99%.



Table 7: OLS estimations using an alternative sample



Pupil teacher



Pupil class



Pupil toilet



Trust NEIGH



-.049** (.703)



-.063** (.575)



-.163*** (.862)



EFI



.026 (1.449)



.008 (1.116)



-.012 (1.444)



42.062*** (9.568)



22.472** (7.021)



9.357 (9.287)



Adj. R2 No. of cases



.083 5491



.048 5491



.035 5491



Trust GVS



-.069 (14.052)



-.075 (10.729)



.366*** (14.932)



EFI



.178 (5.791)



.125 (4.391)



-.609*** (6.172)



37.127*** (9.009)



17.318** (6.741)



-6.994 (9.982)



.068 5428



.045 5428



-.060 5428



Constant



Constant



Adj. R2 No. of cases



. This table shows IV estimation results. Standardized coefficients are reported. The regressions include country fixed-effects. The dependent variables refer to district school quality. Robust standard errors are in parentheses. The district-level controls are median age, economic conditions, the proportion of members with formal education, the proportion of individuals living in an urban area, the proportion of men, the distribution of schools and health clinics in walking distance. * Significant at 90%, ** Significant at 95% and *** Significant at 99%.
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Table 8: IV estimations using an alternative sample



Pupil teacher



Pupil class



Pupil toilet



Trust NEIGH



-.050 (1.647)



-.115** (1.186)



-.212*** (.862)



EFI



.172* (3.502)



.179** (2.518)



-.093 (3.531)



47.585*** (9.568)



28.192*** (7.021)



9.357 (9.287)



Adj. R2 No. of cases



.065 5428



.037 5428



.027 5428



Trust GVS



-.053** (4.06)



-.076*** (2.97)



.029 (4.06)



EFI



.060 (1.79)



.058 (1.29)



-.042 (1.67)



17.318** (9.055)



-6.994 (6.872)



(8.713)



.083 5428



.049 5428



.024 5428



Constant



Constant 37.127***



Adj. R2 No. of cases



. This table shows IV estimation results. Standardized coefficients are reported. The regressions include country fixed-effects. The dependent variables refer to district school quality. Robust standard errors are in parentheses. The district-level controls are median age, economic conditions, the proportion of members with formal education, the proportion of individuals living in an urban area, the proportion of men, the proportions of Christian , the proportion of membership in CBO and religious groups, the distribution of schools and health clinics in walking distance, and district roads, community buildings and recreational facilities. * Significant at 90%, ** Significant at 95% and *** Significant at 99%.
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Table 9: Altonji’s ratio



EXP



BSP



TABS



OWC



PFAC



ILP



PTE



Trust GVS



-3.24



-4.17



-6.46



-12.52



-9.46



5.69



-5.45



Trust neigh



-2.19



-2.25



-2.51



-5.12



-4.54



20.98



-2.66



The table presents Altonji’s ratios for each of the seven variables considered. A usual rule of thumb is to consider that values which exceeds 3 are not affected by selection effects.
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Table 10: IV estimates of the effect of generalized trust with historic controls



EXP



Trust GVS



.283 (.484) EFI -.025 (1.603) Total missions area -38.396 (124.46) -.001 Dist Saharan l (.002) Dist Saharan n .001 (.002) Railway contact .081 (.079) Constant -1.769*** (.528) Adj. R2 .235 No. of cases 806



BSP



TABS



OWC



PFAC



ILP



PTE



.158 (.914) 3.334 (3.026) -140.187 (234.98) .003 (.003) -.003 (.004) .013 (.150) -3.052** (.997) -1.218 806



-.920 (1.234) 4.847 (3.952) -200.691 (310.96) .006 (.004) -.006 (.005) -.011 (.196) -2.789** (1.280) -3.169 805



.477 (.904) 2.299 (2.930) -103.165 (226.94) .003 (.003) -.002 (.003) .120 (.143) -3.441*** (.959) -.483 803



-1.020 (1.371) 5.424 (4.597) -227.497 (352.80) .006 (.005) -.006 (.005) .005 (.224) -3.346** (1.526) -2.851 805



.306 (.504) 1.068 (1.669) -28.238 (129.57) .001 (.002) -.001 (.002) .106 (.083) -1.140** (.550) .062 806



.123 (1.041) 3.933 (3.487) -73.034 (267.72) .003 (.004) -.003 (.004) .020 (.170) -3.576** (1.159) -1.813 804



. This table shows IV estimation results. The regressions include country fixed-effects. The dependent variables refer to district school quality. Standard errors are in parentheses. The district-level controls are median age, economic conditions, the proportion of members with formal education, the proportion of individuals living in an urban area, the proportion of men, the proportion of Christians and the distribution of schools and health clinics in walking distance. * Significant at 90%, ** Significant at 95% and *** Significant at 99%.
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Table 11: IV estimates of the effect of trust in neighbors with historic controls



EXP



Trust NEIGH



.210** (.094) EFI .217 (1.624) Total missions area -27.94 (120.75) -.001 Dist Saharan l (.002) Dist Saharan n .001 -.003 (.002) Railway contact .064 (.067) Constant -2.177*** (.659) Adj. R2 .221 No. of cases 806



BSP



TABS



OWC



PFAC



ILP



PTE



.338* (.191) 3.754 (3.301) -116.93 (245.38) .003 (.004) -.006 (.004) .000 (.136) -3.856** (1.338) -1.617 806



.163 (.237) 5.123 (4.131) -165.34 (309.78) .006 (.005) -.003 (.005) .030 (.168) -3.650** (1.667) -3.566 805



.387** (.175) 2.817 (3.179) -85.93 (235.52) .003 (.003) -.006 > (.004) .089 (.126) -4.256*** (1.285) -.775 803



.291 (.279) 5.907 (4.928) -183.25 (362.54) .006 > (.005) -.001 (.006) .048 > (.199) -4.605** (2.003) -3.411 805



.324** (.104) 1.456 (1.796) -9.25 (133.52) .001 (.002) -.004 (.002) .086 (.074) -1.836** (.728) -.077 806



.344 (.215) 4.390 (3.802) -49.93 (279.55) .004 (.004)



. This table shows IV estimation results. The regressions include country fixed-effects. The dependent variables refer to district school quality. Standard errors are in parentheses. The district-level controls are median age, economic conditions, the proportion of members with formal education, the proportion of individuals living in an urban area, the proportion of men, the proportion of Christians and the distribution of schools and health clinics in walking distance. * Significant at 90%, ** Significant at 95% and *** Significant at 99%.
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(.004) .008 (.153) -4.420** (1.544) -2.319 804



Table 12: 2SLS-IV of trust in neighbors on quality of schools controlling for the ethnic homeland characteristics of movers



EXP



Trust NEIGH



.191* (.106) EFI .242 (.636) (.051) Inherited Com bldg -.197 (.178) -.117 Inherited Health clinic (.163) Inherited System sawage -.037 (.226) Inherited Piped water -.129 (.152) Inherited Electricity .279 (.201) Inherited Recrea facilities .094 (.126) Inherited Road -.260 (.197) Inherited Police .231 (.254) Constant -2.036*** (.344) 2 .214 Adj. R No. of cases 1040



BSP



TABS



OWC



PFAC



ILP



PTE



.341** (.124) .471 (.793) (.058) -.012 (.190) -.104 (.189) .193 (.242) .083 (.181) .405* (.217) -.288* (.148) -.449* (.234) .153 (.285) -2.446*** (.390) .117 1040



.206* (.122) .900 (.764) (.055) -.167 (.192) -.085 (.187) -.096 (.241) .088 (.178) .845*** (.227) -.194 (.145) -.567** (.229) .165 (.288) -1.946*** (.379) .064 1039



.309** (.135) -.501 (.873) (.064) -.335 (.223) -.197 (.214) .133 (.267) -.042 (.199) .248 (.242) .204 (.164) -.205 (.256) .312 (.308) -2.425*** (.447) .118 1037



.195 (.145) 1.435 (.990) (.066) -.117 (.234) -.489** (.228) .025 (.295) .475** (.224) .156 (.263) -.089 (.180) -.329 (.299) .272 (.352) -2.357*** (.505) -.032 1039



.289** (.100) .124 (.565) (.041) -.220 (.168) .037 (.150) .261 (.180) -.046 (.141) .057 (.181) .038 (.110) -.161 (.174) .027 (.244) -1.214*** (.309) .237 1039



.302** (.131) 1.316 (.847) (.061) -.056 (.221) -.361* (.215) .081 (.250) .157 (.189) .422* (.238) -.195 (.164) -.390 (.260) .200 (.307) -2.719*** (.420) -.010 1038



. This table shows IV estimation results. The regressions include country fixed-effects. The dependent variables refer to district school quality. Standard errors are in parentheses. The district-level controls are median age, economic conditions, the proportion of members with formal education, the proportion of individuals living in an urban area, the proportion of men, the proportion of Christians and the distribution of schools and health clinics in walking distance. * Significant at 90%, ** Significant at 95% and *** Significant at 99%.
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Table 13: 2SLS-IV of generalized trust on quality of schools controlling for the ethnic homeland characteristics of movers



EXP



Trust GVS



.481 (.441) EFI .258 (.603) -.263 Inherited Com bldg (.178) Inherited Health clinic -.173 (.165) Inherited System sawage -.066 (.223) Inherited Piped water -.080 (.162) Inherited Electricity .190 (.197) Inherited Recrea facilities .137 (.125) Inherited Road -.249 (.194) Inherited Police .248 (.244) Constant -1.840*** (.321) 2 Adj. R .210 No. of cases 1040



BSP



TABS



OWC



PFAC



ILP



PTE



1.054** (.471) .571 (.770) -.162 (.197) -.236 (.186) .147 (.245) .202 (.189) .261 (.212) -.203 (.159) -.441* (.236) .214 (.278) -2.205*** (.365) .077 1040



.241 (.452) .818 (.705) -.195 (.197) -.096 (.180) -.136 (.237) .096 (.187) .725*** (.215) -.160 (.146) -.542** (.224) .140 (.272) -1.583*** (.324) .079 1039



1.514** (.543) -.240 (.877) -.551** (.228) -.404* (.215) .117 (.275) .152 (.220) .167 (.254) .300* (.178) -.221 (.264) .446 (.311) -2.498*** (.408) .085 1037



-.129 (.517) 1.228 (.928) -.086 (.234) -.437** (.212) -.025 (.292) .426* (.229) .014 (.240) -.073 (.173) -.286 (.290) .193 (.335) -1.817*** (.452) .015 1039



.434 (.341) .045 (.560) -.275 (.171) .004 (.151) .208 (.183) -.019 (.153) -.103 (.179) .090 (.111) -.130 (.178) .008 (.241) -.758** (.275) .216 1039



.764 (.485) 1.341 (.817) -.162 (.227) -.448** (.206) .035 (.250) .235 (.196) .280 (.232) -.127 (.170) -.373 (.260) .227 (.300) -2.411*** (.380) -.034 1038



. This table shows IV estimation results. The regressions include country fixed-effects. The dependent variables refer to district school quality. Standard errors are in parentheses. The district-level controls are median age, economic conditions, the proportion of members with formal education, the proportion of individuals living in an urban area, the proportion of men, the proportion of Christians and the distribution of schools and health clinics in walking distance. * Significant at 90%, ** Significant at 95% and *** Significant at 99%.
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